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Beijing Has Turned “One Country, Two Systems” Into Capitalism Without Freedom
Beijing and London have diametrically opposed understandings of the “one country, two
systems” model: Beijing views the “two systems” primarily in terms of the socialist system in
Mainland China versus the capitalist system in Hong Kong, but Hongkongers and the rest of the
world take seriously freedoms in Hong Kong versus one-party dictatorship in Mainland China.
Beijing has tried to benefit from Hong Kong’s special economic status while stifling its freedoms.
This lies behind various repressive measures since the last report in 2016.
From 2016 to 2019
Events since 2016 have followed the trend set after the Umbrella Movement of 2014.1 To
prevent Umbrella Movement 2.0, Chen Zuoer, former deputy director of HKMAO, vowed in
December 2014 to tighten “Hong Kong’s governance”. He declared “a long-term struggle with
the forces that bring calamity to Hong Kong”, taking the fight “from the street to the law courts,
to the Legislative Council, to inside the government, and to universities and secondary schools”. 2
Controlling the Hong Kong government and the legislature had long been Beijing’s priority.
This time, Beijing would take a step farther. Ahead of the Legislative Council elections in 2016,
the authorities barred an independence advocate Edward Leung from running. Leung’s allies,
Wai-ching Yau and Chung-hang Leung, were nevertheless elected and displayed a “Hong Kong is
not China” flag during their swearing-in ceremony in October 2016. The then Chief Executive
Chun-ying Leung asked the court to disqualify them. But before the court issued a verdict, Beijing
issued a binding interpretation of the Basic Law in November that was then used to retroactively
disqualify any legislator-elect who made revisions or additions to the formal oath. 3 Faced with a
strident and binding Beijing interpretation, the court fully complied and expelled the duo from
the Legislative Council. The Department of Justice sought to disqualify four more legislators who
never supported independence but played with the language in their oath of office: Democracy
Groundwork’s Siu-lai Lau, Demosisto’s Nathan Law, the League of Social Democrats’ Kwok-hung
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Leung and architectural sector lawmaker Edward Yiu. Beijing’s interpretation was a direct
interference with the judiciary’s independence.4
Chen Zuoer also complained in a closed meeting in November 2016 that Umbrella leaders
were not being dealt with harshly enough in local courts.5 The Department of Justice took the
cue and appealed against the light community service given to young activists. In August 2017,
the Court of Appeal handed down jail terms of six to eight months for student leaders Joshua
Wong, Nathan Law (also one of the disqualified legislators) and Alex Chow. By April 2019, Benny
Tai and eight more Umbrella leaders were also handed down prison sentences of up to 16
months for conspiracy to cause public nuisance, inciting others to cause public nuisance, and
inciting people to incite others to cause public nuisance.6
As universities had become hotbeds of dissent, the Chief Executive stacked university
councils with pro-regime appointees, who would then duly appoint the “right” candidates to top
positions.7 In secondary schools, patriotic education was re-introduced in piecemeal fashion.8
Other developments have been no less disconcerting.
In January 2016, Lee Bo, a bookseller at Causeway Bay Books, was kidnapped from Hong
Kong and taken across the border. Even more scandalous was the abduction of Xiao Jianhua, a
businessman with close ties to China’s political elite, from the Four Seasons Hotel on 27 January
2017.
In September 2018, the Hong Kong government ceded to Mainland jurisdiction parts of
the West Kowloon high-speed railway terminal.9 Hong Kong residents have since been arrested
in the Mainland area of the station and taken across the border.
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Also in September 2018, the government banned the pro-independence Hong Kong
National Party.10 Months later, Chief Executive Carrie Lam submitted a report to Beijing when
Chinese officials requested details.11 Many in Hong Kong criticized this move as contradicting the
Basic Law promise that Hong Kong would run its own internal affairs. The Hong Kong government
also refused to renew the visa of Financial Times correspondent Victor Millet, who had hosted a
talk by the party’s founder Andy Chan at the Foreign Correspondents’ Club. 12
Xi Jinping has defended the disqualification of legislators, the banning of the Hong Kong
National Party and the expulsion of Victor Millet because such individuals and groups “damaged
national security, challenged the central government’s and the Basic Law’s authority, took
actions to infiltrate the Mainland”, – in short, “crossed the bottom line of ‘one country, two
systems’”.13 What this means is that Hongkongers’ insistence on exercising the freedoms that
they are promised in the Joint Declaration and the Basic Law crosses Beijing’s vision of capitalism
without freedom.
The Anti-Extradition Protests since 2019
By early 2019, it looked as if Beijing had firmly reined in Hong Kong. In February, the Hong
Kong government proposed to amend the Fugitive Offenders Ordinance and the Mutual Legal
Assistance in Criminal Matters Ordinance to allow extradition from Hong Kong to Mainland China.
Chief Executive Carrie Lam pledged that the bill came from her own volition. But Reuters reports
that the order came from the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection which was seeking a
less politically damaging mechanism than extrajudicial kidnappings.14 The extradition bill would
have torn down the last firewall that separated a still relatively professional judiciary in Hong
Kong from politicized courts subservient to the ruling party across the border.15
When Umbrella leaders called for a mass demonstration against the extradition law,
130,000 turned out on 28 April.16 On 9 June, a million marched. On 12 June, tens of thousands
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surrounded the Legislative Council building to block legislators from going in for a scheduled
reading of the bill. The police used excessive force against protesters in full view of local and
international media. 17 At nightfall, the government labeled the day’s events as “riots” and
charged the arrested for “rioting”. Lam vowed to push on but then “suspended” the bill on 15
June. Hongkongers were both emboldened by the small “victory” and enraged by police brutality
on 12 June. Up to 2 million demonstrated on 16 June to demand that Hong Kong authorities
formally withdraw the extradition bill, open an independent investigation into police abuses,
drop the “riot” characterization of the protests, release those arrested on rioting charges, and
reopen a dialogue on genuine universal suffrage truncated in 2014. Lam stubbornly refused to
formally withdraw the bill until 4 September.
Protests lasted through Fall and Winter into 2020. Confrontations spread from the streets
to train stations, shopping malls and residential buildings across all major neighborhoods. Police
resorted to massive arrests and brutal beatings of protesters. In turn, black-clad people (some
were protesters and some could be agents provocateur) threw firebombs, stabbed officers,
meted out vigilante justice to regime supporters, desecrated Beijing’s authority symbols,
and vandalized pro-Beijing businesses. 18
Chinese leaders, who had been alarmed by the non-violent Umbrella Movement, were
shocked by the much more volatile anti-extradition protests. Beijing resorted to the same
response, doubling down on the erosion of freedoms which had fueled protests in the first place.
Most notably, Beijing came out of the shadow to exercise thinly veiled direct rule since
the million-strong march on 9 June. Beijing institutionalized a structure of “two administrations”
in Hong Kong after half a million protested against the national security bill in 2003.19 The “first
administration” is headed by the Chief Executive, who is technically selected by the 1200member election committee but is in fact handpicked by Beijing. S/he exercises the power of
appointments and promotions to fill the Department of Justice, the police, and the civil service
with loyalists. The Chief Executive can control even non-governmental sectors through funding
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and licensing. The “second administration” is Beijing’s Liaison Office in Hong Kong established in
2000. The former director Wang Zhimin famously commented that, “it is good that Central (the
Hong Kong government) and Western Districts (the Liaison Office) work together”. 20 These
arrangements effectively turned the promise of “Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong” into
“Beijing appointees ruling Hong Kong” and “Western District ruling Hong Kong”.
Since June 2019, the Central Coordination Group for Hong Kong and Macau Affair
(HKMAO) chaired by Vice Premier Han Zheng began to directly mete out decisions from Bauhinia
Villa in Shenzhen.21 Before Lam “suspended” the extradition bill, she had met with Han. When a
Reuters correspondent asked in August if Lam had the autonomy to withdraw the bill, she had
no answer.22 She admitted in a leaked audio that, “Once an issue has been elevated … to a sort
of sovereignty and security level…, the political room … for maneuvering is very, very, very
limited”.23
At the same time, HKMAO in Beijing called rare pressers to comment on the unfolding
unrests. On 29 July, spokespersons highlighted the central government’s support for the Lam
government and the Hong Kong police to stop unlawful acts.24 On 6 August, they reiterated their
backing of Lam and called for the police to end the protests, which had “changed in nature”.25
On 8 August, then HKMAO director Zhang Xiaoming said the protests were taking on “color
revolution characteristics” and warned that “the central government will not sit back and do
nothing”.26 The then Liaison Office director Wang Zhimin added that the “patriotic camp” should
join in this “war of life and death”.27 On 12 August, HKMAO spokespersons remarked that the
protests were showing “signs of terrorism”.28 On 3 September, they continued to condemn the
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“political terror” and entreated all branches of government and public agencies to join forces to
end the violence and restore order.29
During the summer of 2019, there was much talk if the People’s Liberation Army would
crush the protests.30 Beijing has sought other means of repression that would allow it to erode
Hong Kong’s freedoms while keeping its special economic status.
Beijing’s public security ministry joined the coordination group in fall 2019. When Lam
met with Xi on 4 November, Minister of Public Security Zhao Kezhi was in attendance. When Lam
delivered her annual work report to Xi on 16 December, Guo Shengkun, China’s “security czar”
(Zhao’s boss) and head of the Central Political and Legal Affairs Commission, was present.31 When
Hong Kong’s new police chief Chris Tang made his first official visit to Beijing on 6-7 December
2019, he met with the same Guo and Zhao in addition to the then HKMAO director. Their
involvement indicates that law enforcement, an area that should be highly autonomous, has
come under Beijing’s direct purview.
Beijing officials from Xi on down have urged the Hong Kong police to “punish violent and
unlawful acts” and praised their “forceful actions” against “rioters”.32 The result is visible: the
Hong Kong’s police, once “Asia’s finest”, overnight became “just another Mainland force” acting
with impunity.33 The police seem to have followed a decapacitation strategy to inflict maximum
injuries on protesters and supporters. 34 They have regularly fired tear gas, rubber bullets,
beanbag rounds, and water cannons at high velocity, at head level, and at close range, so that
even technically non-lethal crowd-control weapons could cause severe injuries.35 Since 11 August
2019, police officers have routinely beaten the arrested with batons, pinned them down and
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rubbed their faces against the ground, pepper-sprayed their wounds, and broken their bones. 36
Officers even fired live ammunition with near-fatalities on 1 October and 11 November. Chris
Tang, immediately after his promotion to police chief in November 2019, assumed command of
an assault on protesters at Hong Kong Polytechnic University. Hong Kong analysts suspect that
he had a deliberate strategy to lure hardcore protesters to “defend” Polytechnic and then arrest
them.37 In this single operation, the police detained 1,377 and registered 318 below the age of
18.38 When supporters poured into nearby areas to divert the police, police vehicles rammed
them at high speed, causing a stampede with traumatic injuries. 39 In detention centers, the
arrested have been routinely denied access to families and lawyers for hours. 40 A significant
number of detainees have been subject to further bone fractures, brain bleeding, and sexual
assault.41
The police have targeted not just protesters, but also medical volunteers, social
workers, elected councilors, reporters and passersby. 42 Moreover, they have colluded with
gangsters who indiscriminately beat up locals with wooden sticks and metal rods at the suburban
Yuen Long train station on 21 July. 43 Critics point out that Chris Tang was once the district
commander of Yuen Long and may be linked to the mobs.44 When Lam’s deputy, Chief Secretary
36
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Matthew Cheung, apologized that “the police’s handling fell short of the citizens’ expectations”,
he was rebuked publicly by the Police Inspectors’ Association. 45 A week later, the
police themselves indiscriminately charged with batons and tear gas at crowds in the same
station, 46 leading to headlines likening the officers to thugs.47 On 31 August, a larger scale of
indiscriminate attacks by uniformed police on passengers took place in the downtown Prince
Edward station.48
Equally worrisome is the biased enforcement of the law. By April 2020, the police have
arrested more than 7600 and charged over 2000 for unlawful assemblies, rioting, possession of
weapons, and arson, which could carry a maximum sentence of 10 years to life imprisonment.
Few (if any) abusive officers and gangsters have faced justice.49
Beyond hiding behind Hong Kong’s own police, Lam on 4 October invoked emergency
powers to prohibit protesters from wearing masks, paint or any other face covering. A local court
ruled on 18 November that the mask ban was unconstitutional.50 The NPC Standing Committee
quickly declared that “no other authority [except itself] has the right to make judgements and
decisions” regarding the consistency of Hong Kong’s laws with the Basic Law. 51 On 4 April, 2020,
the Court of Appeal duly overturned the lower court’s ruling. 52
On 1 November, 2019, the Fourth Plenum of the 19th Central Committee of the
Communist Party formally announced that it would “exercise governance” in Hong Kong.53 It also
45
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1 Nov., 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/talking/20191101z/.
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called for national security legislation, patriotic education and other measures to end the turmoil.
The decision may not introduce a new policy, but it formalizes the ultimate absorption of the
“two systems” by the “one country.”
In early 2020, Beijing appointed senior-ranked leaders, Xia Baolong and Luo Huining, to
head HKMAO in Beijing and Liaison Office in Hong Kong, respectively. Xia, who served as the vicechairman of China’s top political advisory body, the Chinese People’s Political Consultative
Conference, is a close ally of Xi Jinping and has a track record of demolishing crosses and churches
in Zhejiang. Luo Huining has reiterated the Plenum’s decision to introduce national security law.
On 13 April, 2020, HKMAO and the Liaison Office issued statements condemning prodemocracy legislator Dennis Kwok for stalling the election of the chairman of the House
Committee, thereby blocking the passage of various laws including the national anthem bill.54
When criticized that such condemnation amounted to interference barred by Article 22 of the
Basic Law, HKMAO and the Liaison Office asserted that they were not bound by the article and
that they had the responsibility and right to “supervise” how the “one country, two systems”
policy governing Hong Kong was being implemented.55
No less alarmingly, the Hong Kong police arrested 15 pro-democracy activists including
the “father of Hong Kong’s democracy movement,” Martin Lee, on April 18. 56 Prince Charles
wrote about the handover in 1997: “Thus we left Hong Kong to her fate and the hope that Martin
Lee, the leader of the Democrats, would not be arrested...”57 Twenty-three years on, Lee and
others are arrested for “organizing and participating in unlawful assemblies” even though the
Basic Law guarantees the freedom of assembly and of free speech. Lee’s arrest should send the
most unmistakable signal that Beijing is reaching the end goal of imposing its version of “one
country, two systems” – capitalism without freedom – on Hong Kong.
London’s obligations for Hong Kong
The United Kingdom is a signatory to the 1984 Sino-British Joint Declaration and has legal
obligations to ensure that China abides by the treaty. Yet, Beijing has repeatedly declared with
impunity that the treaty “is now void and only covered the period from the signing in 1984 until
the handover in 1997”.58 London should insist that Beijing honors its treaty obligation and that
54
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2002,
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56 Jerome
Cohen, “How to read the 4/18 mass arrests in Hong Kong,” April 19, 2020,
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57 “Charles' diary lays thoughts bare.” BBC, 22 February 2006, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/4740684.stm
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its abrogation of the Hong Kong treaty leaves it a non-credible signatory to other international
agreements.
Recently declassified documents from Britain’s National Archives in December show that
London was aware of the discrepancies between the Joint Declaration and the Basic Law. For
instance, the Joint Declaration promises “a high degree of autonomy, except in foreign and
defense affairs.” This qualifier is omitted in Article 2 of the Basic Law, which stipulates that “The
National People’s Congress authorizes the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region to exercise
a high degree of autonomy and enjoy executive, legislative and independent judicial power,
including that of final adjudication, in accordance with the provisions of this Law.” 59 Moreover,
while this clause mentions final jurisdiction, Article 158 gives the NPC Standing Committee final
interpretation power over the Basic Law — a power that it has used five times since the handover.
British officials also pointed out that “paragraph 1 of Article 22 of the draft does not prohibit the
CPG (Central People’s Government) itself or organs other than departments under the CPG from
interfering in Hong Kong’s internal affairs.”60 Unfortunately, London did not make such objections
public, thereby effectively acquiesced to Beijing’s encroachment on Hong Kong from Day One.
Beijing has progressively eroded Hong Kong’s freedoms since 1997, especially after the
2014 Umbrella Movement. London not only failed to challenge Beijing, but in fact dreamed of
becoming Beijing’s best friend in the Western world and was the first Western democracy to sign
on to the Beijing-led Asian Infrastructure and Investment Bank in 2015.61
The time for a “China reckoning” is long overdue in London. British leaders must make it
be known to their Chinese counterparts that they cannot stifle Hong Kong’s freedoms and still
expect the Western world to keep Hong Kong’s special economic status from which they have
reaped immense benefits.62
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